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a b s t r a c t

Ni–SDC cermets have been obtained using a self-rising approach by two different ways, one-step direct
synthesis (OS) and ball milling the separately prepared NiO and SDC powders (BM). The results showed
that self-rising approach was an efficient way for the synthesis of porous materials composed of evenly
distributed uniform size nanocrystals. The as-synthesized powders have been applied as anodes for solid
oxide fuel cells, whose electrochemical properties have been systematically studied. Cells with anodes
from the BM method showed better performance compared with those of the OS method, achieving a
eywords:
olid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)
node material
i–SDC cermets

maximum power density of 400 mW cm−2 at 600 ◦C.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
elf-rising synthesis
orous
anocrystals

. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) convert chemical energy from
he fuel directly to electricity, offer high system efficiency and
re environmentally benign [1]. While the existing SOFC technol-
gy has demonstrated much higher chemical to electrical energy
onversion efficiency (50%) with minimal pollutant emission over
onventional energy conversion technologies (16–34%), the cost
f the current SOFC system is still prohibitive for wide commer-
ial applications. The cost of SOFC technology can be dramatically
educed by reducing the operating temperature to 400–600 ◦C so
hat relatively inexpensive metallic components can be used as
nterconnect, heat exchangers, and other structural components
f the SOFC system [2]. A lower operating temperature would also
nsure a greater overall system stability, reliability, efficiency and
reduction in the thermal stresses in the active ceramic structures,

eading to a longer expected lifetime for the system. Ceria-based
olid solution, especially Sm2O3 doped CeO2 (Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9, SDC)
as been regarded as the most promising electrolyte for low tem-
erature SOFCs because of its excellent oxygen ion conductivity
ompared to yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) [3]. Correspondingly,

he most suitable anode for SDC electrolyte-based SOFCs would be
i–SDC cermets [4].

The performance of an SOFC depends strongly on the anode
icrostructure and it is critical to consider how the anode works on

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 803 777 4875; fax: +1 803 777 0106.
E-mail address: chenfa@cec.sc.edu (F. Chen).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.09.071
a microscopic scale. The electrochemical reaction can only occur at
the three-phase boundary (TPB) region [5], which is defined as the
location where the electrolyte (SDC), electrocatalyst (Ni), and gas
phase all come together. Therefore, how to increase the TPB length
as much as possible in the limited effective anode volume would
be the key point to improve the electrochemical performance at
lower cell operating temperatures. For the TPB enlargement, opti-
mization of the anode microstructure by decreasing the particle
size to increase the surface area would be a feasible approach [6].

Our previous work has shown that self-rising method is an
effective way to obtain porous powders composed of nanocrystal
aggregates with high surface areas [7], which are considered ben-
eficial for further enlargement of the TPBs of the Ni–SDC cermet
anode, thus improving the anodic performance. Given the above
considerations, in this report, Ni–SDC anode powders have been
obtained by a self-rising technique using two different ways: the
first strategy is the in situ one-step synthesis (noted as OS); another
pathway is mixing the separately prepared NiO and SDC powders
together by ball milling (noted as BM). Anode-supported cells are
pressed using these two different types of powders and their elec-
trochemical properties have been systematically studied.

2. Experimental
2.1. Synthesis of powder

The NiO–SDC composites (50 mol% NiO) were synthesized
by self-rising approach [8]. Sm(NO3)3·6H2O, Ce(NO3)3·6H2O and
Ni(NO3)2·6H2O were used as metal precursors. Polyvinyl alcohol

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:chenfa@cec.sc.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.09.071
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PVA) was used as fuel and binder and urea was chosen as the leav-
ning agent. For one-step synthesis, three metal precursors were
issolved in hot water together with PVA and urea at the same
ime, and then the solution was dried in an oven at 50 ◦C. The dried
recursor was then taken into a furnace for calcination. The heat-

ng rate was 1 ◦C min−1 to 160 ◦C. After dwelling at 160 ◦C for 3 h, it
as heated to 500 ◦C and held for another 5 h, resulting in NiO–SDC

omposite powders by one-step synthesis (OS). For comparison,
DC and NiO powders were also prepared by self-rising approach
eparately. They were then mixed together by ball milling for 5 h
BM). The electrolyte SDC and cathode La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF)
owders were synthesized through the glycine-nitrate-process
GNP) [9].

.2. Cell fabrication

Anode-supported single cells were fabricated by one-step dry-
ressing method. Green bodies consisting of NiO–SDC substrates
nd SDC electrolytes were formed by co-pressing the anode powder
nd SDC powder uniaxially under 200 MPa. The anode and elec-
rolyte bilayer (13 mm in diameter) were then co-fired at 1350 ◦C
n air for 5 h at a ramping rate of 2 ◦C min−1 to densify the SDC
lm. A slurry consisting of LSCF and a Heraeus binder V006 (weight
atio of 1:1) was then applied to the electrolyte by screen-printing,
nd then fired at 1000 ◦C in air for 3 h to form a porous cathode.
he resulting coin shaped cathode had a thickness of 20 �m and an
ffective area of 0.33 cm2. Platinum slurries (Haraeus C8829) were
rushed on the cathode side as current collector. The fabrication
f cathodes for all cells tested in this study was kept as consistent
s possible so that the cathodic polarization resistances of all cells
ere relatively consistent.

The single cell was sealed on an alumina tube with silver paste
DAD-87, Shanghai Research Institute of Synthetic Resins) [9]. The
athode side was open to air, and the anode side was exposed to
2 at a flow rate of 40 mL min−1, detailed cell test structure can
e found in previous report [9]. The cell was heated to 600 ◦C and
iO was reduced to Ni in situ. The cell was stabilized at 600 ◦C for
h before the electrochemical test was performed. Electrochemi-

al characterizations were performed at temperatures from 450 to
00 ◦C under ambient pressure. Three tests were recorded at each
emperature to get an average value. Fuel cell performance was

easured with a Versa STAT 3-400 test system (Princeton Applied
esearch). Hydrogen (3% H2O) was used as fuel and stationary air as

Fig. 1. (a) TG–DSC and (b) XRD of sample OS; SEM of sample OS after diffe
rces 195 (2010) 1543–1550

oxidant. AC impedance was measured at open cell circuit in the fre-
quency range from 0.05 Hz to 100 kHz on a potentiostat/galvanostat
with built-in impedance analyzer.

2.3. Characterization

The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern was recorded on a
D/MAX-3C X-ray diffractometer with graphite-monochromatized
CuK� radiation (� = 1.5418 Å), employing a scan rate of 5◦ min−1

in the 2� range of 10–80◦. The microstructure and morphol-
ogy of the synthesized product were characterized by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 200) equipped with an
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyzer and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM, Hitachi H-800, 200 kV). High resolution
TEM (HRTEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and EDX
line scan were conducted using a JEOL 2011. X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted on a Kratos Axis Ultra
DLD instrument. The samples were also characterized by nitro-
gen adsorption/desorption at −196 ◦C by using a NOVA 2000
series volumetric adsorption system. Simultaneous thermal analy-
sis (thermogravimetry–differential scanning calorimetry, TG–DSC)
was performed on a NETZSCH STA 409. Data were collected
between room temperature and 500 ◦C at a heating rate of
2.5 ◦C min−1 under air atmosphere.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Synthesis of cermets powders by self-rising approach

Self-rising, particularly referring to self-rising flour, was firstly
invented in food industry [10]. Due to the preloaded leavening
agent inside the flour, a nice lift can be achieved in the baked prod-
ucts. Inspired by this strategy that can easily introduce pores into
the bulk materials, we developed the novel self-rising approach,
which has been described in our previous report in detail [8]. Briefly
speaking, PVA as a binder with metal precursor can be regarded
as the dough, and urea is chosen as the leavening agent. During
the heating process urea will decompose, releasing gases to make

the elastic PVA binder sharply expand. Upon even higher temper-
ature calcination, PVA frames will be burnt off, resulting in loose
packed porous metal oxide powders with extremely low filled den-
sity. Using this method, we have successfully obtained porous pure
phase metal oxides such as SDC and Fe2O3 [8]. To illustrate the

rent temperature calcinations (c) 500 ◦C, (d) 750 ◦C and (e) 1350 ◦C.
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ide applicability of the self-rising approach, we will describe the
ynthesis and characterization of mixed NiO–SDC composites by
ne-step synthesis.

The simultaneous TG–DTA curves of the gel precursor of sample
S in flowing air are shown in Fig. 1a. The TG curve displays two
rastic weight losses, one is around 160 ◦C and another is at 360 ◦C.
he first weight loss can be attributed to the urea decomposition.
herefore, this temperature was chosen as a dwelling tempera-
ure during the heat-treatment step to ensure that the self-rising
rocess is slow and complete. The latter one is related to the com-
ustion of PVA binder, accompanied by a strong exothermic peak
t the same temperature in the DSC curve. No further weight loss
ould be observed after 450 ◦C, suggesting formation of crystalline
iO and SDC, which is consistent with the subsequent XRD analysis.
hown in Fig. 1b is the XRD analysis graph. Upon 500 ◦C calcination
or 5 h, all the diffraction peaks can be perfectly indexed as NiO and
DC respectively. Fine grain size of the SDC powder can be expected
rom the very wide diffraction peaks in the XRD pattern of the
00 ◦C calcined sample. The strong and sharp diffraction peaks for
he sample upon firing at 1350 ◦C indicate that the obtained prod-
ct is highly crystallized and sintered large particles have formed.
o other phases can be detected upon the high temperature firing
xcept NiO and SDC phases.

The SEM graph of the sample OS after 500 ◦C calcinations (Fig. 1c)
isplays foam-like structure with randomly distributed macro-
ores in diameter around several microns. The as-synthesized
roducts exhibit extremely low filled density due to the large
mount of voids inside, which would be beneficial for mass
ransport. On the other hand, nitrogen adsorption and des-
rption isotherm displays a type IV isotherm with H1-shaped
ysteresis loop (Fig. 2), indicating that the final materials
elong to a mesoporous family, with pore size close to 4.0 nm.
he Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and pore vol-
me of sample OS after 500 ◦C calcinations are 38 m2 g−1 and
.054 cm3 g−1, respectively. Large surface area is expected to

mprove gas diffusion and enlarge the TPB region. Similar porous
tructure can be retained even after 750 ◦C calcinations (Fig. 1d).
pon 1350 ◦C heating treatment, due to the dramatic grain growth,
olume shrinkage of the powders is apparent and the original
acropores disappear, resulting in large particles with network-

ike morphology (Fig. 1e). However, the foam-like structure has
ot collapsed, and the retained low filled density will significantly

ncrease the active sites for the electrode reactions, thus improving

he electrochemical performance of the cell.

The single SDC powders obtained by self-rising approach also
isplays the similar trend in morphology evolution as a function
f the firing temperatures, which has been reported by us previ-
usly [7]. The separately prepared SDC and NiO powders using the

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional SEM graphs of anode-supported single cells: (a) O
Fig. 2. BET and pores size distribution of sample OS after 500 ◦C calcinations.

self-rising approach are mixed together by ball milling, and were
then applied as anode materials for SOFCs (cell BM) and their elec-
trical performance has been compared with that of the one-step
synthesized powders (cell OS).

3.2. Comparison of single cell performance

The cost-effective dry-pressing method has been adopted to fab-
ricate anode-supported single cells. Shown in Fig. 3a and b are
their cross-sectional SEM micrographs, which consist of porous
Ni–SDC anode support (bottom, ∼350 �m), a dense SDC electrolyte
(middle, ∼20 �m) and a porous LSCF cathode (top, ∼20 �m). The
electrolyte membranes of both samples are dense with no observ-
able cross-layer pinholes or cracks and are well adhered to the
porous Ni–SDC anode support. In contrast to the dense SDC elec-
trolyte layer, the anode is highly porous (Fig. 3c and d) even after
such high temperature firing (1350 ◦C), indicating that the self-
rising is a promising approach for synthesis of porous electrode
materials.

The voltages and power densities of the single cells as a function
of current density at different operating temperatures are shown
in Fig. 4. For both samples the cell voltages decrease almost lin-
early with increasing current density, indicating that the IR losses

resulted from the ohmic resistance associated with the cell are
dominating in the cell performance. The open-circuit voltage (OCV)
is lower than 1.0 V, and decreases with the increase in operat-
ing temperatures since SDC becomes a mixed oxygen ionic and

S, (b) BM and high magnification SEM of anode, (c) OS and (d) BM.
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Fig. 4. I/V and I/P curves of single cells with different anode supports: (a) OS and (b) BM.
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Fig. 5. Impedance spectra of single cells w

lectronic conductor at elevated temperatures [11]. The Nernst
otential predicted under the H2 with 3% H2O as the fuel and air
s the oxidant at these temperatures exceeds 1.10 V; obviously the
btained OCVs in this work are lower than the theoretical value,
ut they are consistent with the reported values due to the reduc-
ion of ceria from Ce4+ to Ce3+ leading to current leakage with an
-type electronic conduction, resulting in drop in OCVs [12]. Based
n previous report [13], a thinner electrolyte film would reduce
he ohmic resistance, but enhance the possibility of defects in the
lectrolyte such as micro-cracks spanning the entire electrolyte
hickness, leading to a lower OCV because of gas leakage. Although
here is an average of 25 mV higher OCV for cell BM than OS, overall
he OCV are almost equal and comparable to those reported in the
iterature for SDC-based cells operated at the same temperatures.
or instance, at 600 ◦C, the OCV for sample BM and OS are 0.86
nd 0.83 V, respectively, which are close to or even higher than the

eported values (0.86 V [13], 0.87 V [14], 0.83 V [15,16] and 0.69 V
17]). The closeness in OCVs implies that dense electrolyte film has
een obtained for both samples and this is in agreement with the
EM observation (Fig. 3).

able 1
esults of single cell OS and BM operating at 450 and 600 ◦C.

Sample Temperature (◦C) OCV (V)

OS 600 0.83
450 0.94

BM 600 0.86
450 0.96

PD: maximum power density; Rs: Ohmic loss; Rp: electrode polarization resistance.
ferent anode supports: (a) OS and (b) BM.

It can be clearly seen that the cell BM has much better perfor-
mance than cell OS at the same temperature. The maximum power
density reached ∼400 mW cm−2 for cell BM at 600 ◦C, which is
almost twice as much as that of cell OS (∼225 mW cm−2), indicating
the influence of different anode structure on cell performance since
the electrolytes and cathodes were fabricated using the same pro-
cedures. For sample BM, the maximum power density of the cell is
about 55, 125, 245 and 400 mW cm−2 at 450, 500, 550 and 600 ◦C,
respectively. These results are comparable to those reported for
H2/air fuel cells with SDC electrolytes and Ni–SDC anodes [17,18].

AC impedance spectra of the cells under open-circuit conditions
are plotted in Fig. 5. The ac impedance is made up of both ohmic
and electrode polarization resistances. The intercept with the real
axis at high frequencies is the series ohmic resistance (Rs). The arc
observed between the high frequency and the low frequency can
be associated with the interfacial impedance between the elec-

trode and the SDC electrolyte (Rp) [19]. It has been reported that
Rs is not only mainly attributed to the resistive contribution of
the electrolyte but also strongly influenced by the arrangement of
electrodes [20]. The ionic conductivity of SDC was estimated to be

MPD (mW cm−2) Rs (� cm2) Rp (� cm2)

225 0.362 0.399
25 1.424 6.829

400 0.211 0.365
55 0.813 6.422
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occur at the Ni–SDC-gas TPB site (Scheme 1) [23]. However, the
core–shell structure would dramatically decrease the TPB area
in the electrode. Either encapsulation of SDC or Ni particles will
dramatically deactivate the anode catalysts; in the former case,
Fig. 6. (a and b) HRTEM and (c) SAED of sample OS obtained after 500 ◦

.5 × 10−2 S cm−1 at 600 ◦C and 5 × 10−3 S cm−1 at 450 ◦C, respec-
ively [21]. Consequently, the ohmic resistances should be 0.24 �
t 600 ◦C and 1.2 � at 450 ◦C, based on an SDC layer thickness of
0 �m, an electrode area of 0.33 cm2 and negligible ohmic resis-
ance from the electrodes. As shown in Table 1, the experimental
esults of Rs in this work are from 0.2 to 0.4 at 600 ◦C and 0.8 to
.5 at 450 ◦C, which are consistent to the reported values, implying
hat our processing method and materials have been adequately
ptimized [22].

The enhanced performance of sample BM supported cells than
S can also be confirmed by Rp, the cell polarization resistance from
oth anode and cathode are shown in Table 1. Rp increases from
.365 for BM to 0.399 � cm2 for OS at 600 ◦C, and from 6.422 for BM
o 6.829 � cm2 for OS at 450 ◦C. Considering the identical cathode
reparation used in these experiments, any changes in the total
esistance among the cells are very likely due to the differences in
he anodes.

.3. Discussions

Using the one-step co-precipitation method, Ding et al. [6]
nd Xia et al. [18] also successfully synthesized mixed Ni–SDC
r Ni–GDC (Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95) cermets, which have been applied as
nodes for IT-SOFCs. Both of them found that the one-step approach
as superior to the traditional mechanical mixing method and

ttributed the improved performance to the homogenous anode
tructure which can effectively enlarge the TPB area [6]. However,
ur present results indicate that the cell performance of cell OS
btained by one-step self-rising combustion strategy is not as good
s that of cell BM, which seems contradictory to the previous find-
ngs.

To find out the reasons for this discrepancy, HRTEM analysis
n the detailed structure of sample OS is conducted. As shown in
ig. 6a and b, it can be clearly seen from the bright field images that
ample OS contains aggregated nanocrystals of 5–10 nm in size.
he observed lattice space, 0.241 and 0.543 nm, are correspond-
ng to the respective NiO (1 1 1) and SDC (1 1 1) surfaces, which
an be further confirmed by the selected area electron diffrac-
ion (SAED) analysis (Fig. 6c). The well crystallized nanoparticles
re randomly and uniformly distributed, resulting in a relatively

igh BET surface area (38 m2 g−1) as mentioned previously (Fig. 2).
onsequently, it would have large TPB length which would be
eneficial to cell performance. However, the double layer (elec-
rolyte and anode support) must be sintered at high temperature
1350 ◦C) to make a dense electrolyte film. Due to the high surface
inations and (d) TEM of sample OS obtained after 1350 ◦C calcinations.

energy of the nanocrystals, it would be difficult to retain the original
porous structure and a dramatic grain growth is unavoidable dur-
ing the sintering process (Figs. 6d and 1e). Therefore, the uniformly
distributed NiO and SDC nanoparticles would have disadvantage
compared to large particles in the sintering process instead, since
they tend to aggregate and sinter together to evenly distributed
Ni–SDC solid solution, resulting in the formation of core-shell like
structure after hydrogen treatment, which has been further con-
firmed by the following EDX line scan experiments.

It has been widely accepted that for Ni–SDC anodes, Ni par-
ticles would not only catalyze breaking of the H2 bond but also
provide electronic conduction from the reaction site to the cur-
rent collector. SDC would function as the ion (O2−) transport path
from the electrolyte, and the electrochemical reaction can only
Scheme 1. (a) Schematic of the Ni/SDC anode TPB; (b) even-distributed solid
solution obtained after high temperature calcinations of aggregated Ni and SDC
nanocrystals; (c) small nickel particles begin to separate out during the hydrogen
pretreatment.
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Fig. 7. (a) TEM and (b) EDX line scan of particle OS; (c) TE

onic conduction will disappear, while in the latter case, elec-
ronic conductivity and the ability of catalytic H2 decomposition
ill be greatly reduced. The EDX line scan test can help deter-
ine which type of encapsulation has been formed during the

intering process. As shown in Fig. 7, after 1350 ◦C calcinations,
ramatic growth has been detected for both samples: the aver-
ge particles size are much bigger, around 0.7–1 �m (Fig. 7a and
). For sample OS, the EDX line scan result (Fig. 7b) indicates that
he exterior surface of the particles is covered by a thin layer
about 20 nm) of Ni, followed by a thicker SDC shell (∼100 nm),
hile the inside core is a mixture of SDC and Ni. King et al. [24]
ave reported that NiO would be dissolved into the YSZ to form
solid solution during the high temperature sintering step, and

hen separated out to form small Ni particles under pretreatment
n hydrogen. The very outside Ni layer should be formed through
his way (Scheme 1). Meanwhile, large ratio of NiO particles has
een encapsulated by the SDC layer, which would lose the anode
atalytic activity and thus have negative influence on the cell
erformance.

It should be noted that the sample BM has a distinct morphology
eatures compared to that of OS, as displayed in Fig. 7d and e, only
e and Sm have been found and no Ni signal has been detected in
he SDC particle, similarly no Ce or Sm elements has been found
n the Ni particles of sample BM. Such a morphological difference

n the starting particles can, in turn, influence variations in anodic
erformance. As shown in Fig. 5, the bulk resistance of cell OS is
ignificantly larger than that of cell BM, and the difference is greater
hen the temperature is lower. Based on the similar electrolyte

nd cathode structure of both cells, the poor cell performance of
(d and e) EDX line scan of particle BM from tested cells.

cell OS might suggest too much SDC present in the anode due to
the core–shell anode structure.

This kind of deactivation mechanism has also been observed
in other catalyst system such as nano-dimensional gold particles
deposited on ceria (Au/CeO2) for low temperature CO oxidations.
Recent study indicates that co-precipitation method for catalyst
preparation is significantly inferior [25,26] because large ratio of
Au catalysts is encapsulated inside the CeO2, thus substantially
decreasing their catalytic activity [25].

For cell BM, it is difficult to get an evenly distributed mix-
ture of Ni–SDC nanocrystals by ball milling. Therefore the powders
after high temperature sintering cannot form large quantities of
core–shell structure, as shown in Fig. 8c and d. EDX mapping
(Fig. 8d) for Ni element from the BM anode pellet after sintering at
1350 ◦C reveals island distribution of Ni and SDC, i.e. a separation of
Ni and SDC particles is observed. However, for cell OS (Fig. 8a and b),
the Ni elements are evenly distributed from EDX mapping analysis
(Fig. 8b), suggesting that a continuous and uniform nickel distribu-
tion in sample OS, and it is difficult to identify Ni and SDC particles,
which may be caused by the severe encapsulation with each other.
It seems that for one-step self-rising synthesis, the common advan-
tage for nanocrystal catalyst does not exist. On the contrary, it has
adverse effect on cell performance due to the core–shell structure
by high temperature sintering. In addition, the increased number

of grain boundaries in the OS sample may be influencing conduc-
tivity, particularly if the ionic conductivity is boundary diffusion
limited. For Ding and Xia’s co-precipitation preparation of Ni–SDC
cermets, the as-synthesized particles are much larger (50–100 nm)
than those in this work [6,18]. Therefore, high temperature sinter-
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Fig. 8. SEM and EDX mapping (Ni) fo

ng of the electrolyte/anode has not induced the formation of evenly
istributed solid solution and the subsequent core–shell frame-
ork, and the separately well-attached Ni–SDC particles would

hus increase the TPB length, resulting in enhanced cell perfor-
ance compared with that of the cells prepared by the mechanical
ixing method.
Another reason for the weak performance of cell OS can be

ttributed to the reaction between NiO and SDC through the fol-

owing reaction [27]:

iO
CeO2−→Ni′′Ce + V

••
O + Ox

O (1)

PS analysis of both samples (Fig. 9) reveal that for sample BM
efore and after the H2 reduction, the binding energy of Ni2+ and

ig. 9. Ni 2P3/2 XPS spectra of sample BM and OS before (a) and after (b) H2 reduction.
he dash lines indicate the theory peak value of Ni2+ and Ni0, respectively.
d cell OS (a and b); cell BM (c and d).

Ni0 is very close to the theory value, suggesting that their electronic
structures are similar to that of the bulk material. However, for
sample OS, the binding energy of Ni 2P3/2 has shifted to lower values
compared to that of a pure phase, which may be caused by reaction
between Ni and SDC during the high temperature sintering. The
evenly distributed NiO and SDC nanocrystals (Fig. 6a) in sample
OS significantly increase the probability of the diffusion of Ni into
SDC, making their reaction much easier than that of sample BM.
Mori et al. have confirmed that Ni indeed has a contribution to
the concentration and ordering of oxygen vacancies (reaction (1)),
which will lead to a degradation of the ionic conductivity and cell
performance [27].

4. Conclusions

Based on the above analysis, the following conclusions can be
obtained:

(1) Self-rising approach is an efficient way for the synthesis of
porous materials. The obtained products show high BET sur-
face area with small and evenly distributed nanocrystals. Such
porous material is suitable as catalyst which does not involve
extremely high temperature processing and operating environ-
ment.

(2) Compared to cell BM, cell OS shows sluggish anode perfor-
mance, which may be attributed to the core–shell structure
formed during the high temperature sintering in hydrogen
atmosphere that blocks the electron or oxygen ion transport.
Another reason for the reduced performance of cell OS may be
due to Ni diffusion to the SDC particles, leading to the degrada-
tion of the ionic conductivity.
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